
Wine & Cheese by TCC’s December 2017 Cheese Club 
 
This month we’ve featuring two cheeses perfect for your holiday cheese plate. Our first selection is 
the Harmony Cranberry Stilton from RothKaese.  Rich, fruity cranberries are blended with a 
traditional White Stilton to create this sweet, crumbly cheese that can be served over a salad or as 
part of your dessert cheese plate. Our second selection is the Sneek 1000 Day Old Gouda from 
Frisian Farms in Leighton, Iowa.  In order to make their Gouda in the proper fashion, the founders of 
Frisian Farms, Mike and Jason Bandstra, worked with a Dutch cheesemaker to teach them the 
proper techniques to produce a cheese worthy of the Gouda name. The 1000 Day Old Gouda is aged 
for just under three years and is pale yellow at the center and becomes more amber-gold closer to 
the rind.  It’s dense, rich and breaks into long shards when cut.  The cheese pairs well with a variety 
of beer and red wine and takes on a different flavor when paired with a white or fruity wine. 
 
Harmony Cranberry Stilton   
Type: Pasteurized cow’s milk  
Flesh: Crumbly 
Rind: None 
Tasting Notes: Fresh, mild, creamy cheese with cranberries throughout to add a 

sweet note to the cheese.  
Beer Club Pairing: For this month’s beer club, pair with the Avery Brewing Company, Old 

Jubilation Ale.  The creamy, fresh cranberry notes in the cheese 
mellow the mocha notes in the beer. 

Wine Club Pairing: For this month’s wine club, pair with the Mercat Brut Cava Rosé.  The 
wild strawberry and berry notes in the wine complement the creamy 
cranberry flavor of the cheese. 

 
Frisian Farms, Sneek 1000 Day Old Gouda 
Type: Pasteurized cow’s milk 
Flesh: Hard 
Rind: Wax 
Tasting Notes: Aged for 1000 days.  Pale yellow in the center turning to amber-gold 

closer to the rind with caramel and nutty flavor. 
Beer Club Pairing:  For this month’s beer club, pair with the Port Brewing Company 

Santa’s Little Helper.   The sweet butterscotch notes in the cheese 
complement the sweet malt notes in the beer. 

Wine Club Pairing For this month’s wine club selection, pair with the Celler Barcelòna 
Brut Cava. The sweet butterscotch notes in the cheese enhance the 
hint of vanilla in the cava. 

 
Have a great month! 
The Gang at TCC 
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